Mortise lock parts diagram

Quick Links. Page 4 Full Face Cylinders Page 5: Introduction This manual contains a complete
listing of parts and assemblies for L-Series mortise locks manufactured by Schlage Lock
Company. This edition lists components of L-Series locks manufactured after June, All lock
case covers are labeled with dates to identify year of manufacture. Additional options may be
available. See current Schlage Commercial Price Book for available options, pricing and
ordering procedures. Page numbers for full trim and chassis drawings are referenced. L Double
Dummy Trim â€” Includes lock case and armor front. Specify XL for use on active door, or
specify XL for use on inactive door furnished with armor front with cutout to receive deadbolt.
Outside is unlocked by key. Auxiliary latch deadlocks latchbolt when door is closed. In addition,
a microswitch for normally positioned inside the lock case is activated when either inside or
closed. Deadbolt is operated by key outside or inside turn piece. Deadbolt is operated by key
either side. Available with rose trim only. Lock case and armor front shown with latch only. Lock
case and armor front shown with latch and auxiliary latch. Lock case and armor front shown
with latch and auxiliary latch only. NOTE: Standard full face mortise cylinder shown. Mount in
place of blank armor. Knobs For discontinued function L order L and armor strike separately
and specify hand of inactive door. Lock case and armor front shown with latch, auxiliary latch,
and deadbolt. Page 39 Service Manual Blank Also available with L or N escutcheons. See page
for escutcheon options. See Schlage Commerical Price Book for available finishes. Specifiy L
Not sold separately as a part. See Schlage Commercial Pri ce book for available finishes. See
Schlage Commercial Price book for available finishes. Furnished with retainer seating tool.
Specify finish and door Specify finish and door thickness. Available with Torx screws, specify L
Furnished with L and L Specify finish. Available for rose trim only. Page Mounting Posts Screws
1. P Rev. Not available in Primus. Furnished 0-bitted; emergency keys must be ordered
separately. Lockout cylinders will not be master keyed by Schlage. Specify LKB if 0-bitted
Primus Not to be Specify dimension. Specify dimension. Use with For use with dummy
functions on inactive Lead plate installed on case cover. The anti-friction tongue is replaced by
doors. Specify LV-Series lock case with L for normally closed and L All installations should be
in accordance with local electrical for normally open. Page Service Manual LSeries Installation
Sheetâ€” Page 3 All functions For Functions: Thumbturn vertical Arrow in direction of lever
down rotation All functions Extend deadbolt For Functions: Use blocking ring with double
cylinder Page Service Manual LSeries Installation Sheetâ€” Page 10 For Functions: For
Functions: Use blocking ring with double cylinder For Functions: All functions Page Service
Manual LSeries Installation Sheetâ€” Page 15 For Functions: For Functions: Page Finishes
Service Manual Finishes Schlage Lock products are available in a range of durable, top quality
finishes. Most are available with a clear coating that protects against damaging environmental
factors, including sea air, high humidity, or corrosive vapors. Cleaning and care varies by finish.
Clear-coated or oil rubbed finishes can be cleaned periodically with a mild non-abrasive soap
and buffed lightly with a clean cloth. Page Limited Warranty iii which have been improperly
stored, installed, maintained or operated; iv which have been used in violation of written
instructions provided by Schlage; v which have been subjected to improper temperature,
humidity or other environmental conditions i. Page Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. If you have an older house with knobs that slip, latches that are stuck inside
the door, or other minor problems, then you should follow these instructions to remove the
lock, dis-assemble it, clean and perform minor repairs. This mortise lock set is installed in a
colonial in the Boston area. Notice the set screw on the base of the knob on the right. This
screw should hold the knob securely to the spindle when you turn the knob. The spindle is
threaded to hold the knobs on, but has flats to operate the lock mechanism and to allow the set
screws in the knob to hold the knob securely to the spindle. If the set screws become lose they
will allow the knob to turn without actuating the lock mechanism. If your knob is "slipping" try
tightening this screw. Prolonged use with a lose set screw can damage the spindle. If tightening
the set screw does not help, you should be able to buy a new spindle at your local hardware
store not the chain with the 16 year old clerk, find the one with the proprietor who is
approximately as old as your home. To remove a knob, find the set screw on the base and
loosen it just enough that the handle turns freely on the spindle. To remove the spindle, pull on
the other knob with the spindle attached. If you need to replace the spindle loosen the set screw
on this knob, and unscrew the spindle from the knob to remove it. Reverse your steps from this
point to install the new spindle. Before you remove the lock mechanism from the door, you may
want to score the gap around the lock front with a razor to free any paint that may be attached
to the metal. If there is paint on the lock face, then when you remove the mechanism the paint
may stick to the lock face and peal off the wood of the door. To extract the lock mechanism
from a tight mortise hole, place a small screw driver through the hole where the spindle was and

gently push forward to free the lock face from the wood. Beware that several components inside
the case may be attached to springs. If you are not careful when you open the case, you will not
get a chance to see how the inner workings are supposed to fit together, or worse parts, may fly
off into the far corners of your workspace. Carefully remove the screw while holding the case
together. If you need to reverse the latch so that it closes the other way, gently remove the latch
while holding the other parts in place, and re-insert it with the angled end facing the other
direction. If that's all you needed to do, reverse your steps from this point to re-install the lock.
However, look at all those cobwebs! Lets continue on to clean the lock. Now would be a great
time to take a photo of your lock mechanism so you can put it back together later. The deadbolt
mechanism will have a powerful spring. Press the gate toward the top of the lock mechanism,
lift it over the top of the cam on the deadbolt , and gently release the spring tension until you
can safely lift the gate off it's pin. The main lock body should be cast and fairly durable. The
lock face is likely brass and is therefore easy to dent and even bend. Use a vise to hold the case
body so you can clean the face, but do not over-tighten the vise or clamp directly to the brass
face, or you will damage your lock. Use steel wool to polish the lock face. Do not think you are
clever and use sand paper to rush the job along. Be patient. Remember you are here because
some lazy sod didn't bother ot remove the lock before painting. Look at all the gunk on there!
Do not repeat their mistake. You may reveal marks from the craftsman who built your lock. All
mine have unique numbers stamped into the faces. Deep dents or gouges in the brass will
resist polishing. You can decide to try to clean them out but I just leave them dark. They add
character. The latch and possibly even the deadbolt will also be polished brass. You can clean
them with steel wool in the same way you cleaned the lock face. I don't put them in the vise to
polish, I just hold them in my hand. If you did it right, your lock case will be full of steel wool
dust. Clean it and all the other parts with a paper towel and WD Do not use oil! Get all the dust,
cobwebs, and steel wool out of the case and off the parts. The first tricky part of re-assembly is
to get that gate back on with that stiff leaf spring. With the deadbolt in place, reverse your steps:
gate on pin, leaf spring against the stop, gently squeeze the gate into position If your latch
spring is broken or weak then you'll need a replacement. You can take the lock to a local
locksmith find the one that's been around since your house was built. If you have a good spring
maybe in a different lock you can measure the length of the spring when un-tensioned. Then
hang weights from it to determine the amount of force needed to start stretching it the spring
pretension force and then amount of additional force needed to stretch it a specific distance the
stiffness of the spring then you can go find one online. The McMaster-Carr site has a great
search engine for springs. The latch mechanism can be tricky since the top of the case normally
holds it in place. I put the parts together as much as possible with the spring un-tensioned.
Once the case is closed, the latch mechanism should stay in place while you tighten the case
screw. Do not over-tighten the case screw or it will bind the mechanism. Test by using a screw
driver to actuate the mechanism. If the latch doesn't come back out when you release the screw
driver, then you've either over-tightened the screw, or something else is out of place inside. If
you have a key for the lock, also test the deadbolt. Now is your chance to fix things, if you don't
test it until you have it back in the door, you'll be sorry when you have to tear it all back out and
bring it back to the bench. Make sure your latch is the right way too, if it's backward fix it now.
Once you're satisfied, reverse your steps to re-install the lock set in the door. If the case doesn't
easily slide in to the door, use a rubber mallet to gently tap it into place. Do not use a metal
hammer or you will mar the surface of the lock face. If you do not have a mallet use the plastic
handle of your screw driver. Note that not all mortise locks are the same inside. I have two kinds
of lock mechanisms that look almost identical from the outside but have a slightly shorter face
and a slightly shallower backset. The latch mechanism on this lock is easier to work with
because it doesn't fly apart when you open the case. There's a leaf spring for the knob return
and a separate coil spring for the latch return. Question 7 weeks ago on Introduction. At some
point the faceplate on one got mangled and completely detached from the lock box. Mostly bent
outward from the box. Question is how to reattach faceplate to lockbox? Never faced this
particular problem. Any ideas would be appreciated. Question 2 months ago. Step 8 or maybe
Step 7. I have removed the thumb turn on the inside came off with the inside face plate and I
have the key for the cylinder, which turns the deadbolt, although when the deadbolt is thrown
the key won't come out of the lock. But the keyed cylinder seems to be preventing me from
extracting the lock case from the door. How do I remove or re-orient the cylinder so that I can
extract the lock case? I cannot remove the face plate on the outside face of the door because
the keyed cylinder holds the face plate in place. Answer 2 months ago. There should be a screw
that you can backout to be able to rotate the cylinder and remove. Use a slotted screwdriver and
insert in the hole on the door edge. Reply 2 months ago. Worked like a charm! Thank you for the
insight! I had removed the screw but didn't try or try hard enough to rotate the cylinder; but I've

just removed it and reinstalled it, to make sure I could put it back in. Now the fun begins.
Question 2 years ago. I just need to know where to put all 3 springs Or pins, More like tiny leaf
springs actually and only found one videi for this exact model. Please help? Answer 8 months
ago. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Question 2 years ago on Step There are little thin
metal strips that seem to be required. I think I have all the pieces, but I am not sure where they
go as I have yet to find a picture of the insides of a "working" pull. It's one where you press a
button and the "pull" snaps out. Answer 1 year ago. Order here: I did a lot of research to find
this exact thing. And I love it!! House of Antique Hardware online, you can find anything! I've
spent many lovely hours cleaning and restoring the antique door locks on our 's Melbourne
Australia villa house. The workmanship in this old locks is delightful. You can really understand
the term "locksmith" which I think is a misnomer for many of the current tradespeople. Some of
the workings in two of our locks were broken but I was able to pillage from one to make up one
whole functioning lock. I then spent months of weekends scratching around in junk and
building salvage yards looking for a matching lock and eventually found a couple inside some
antique doors. I managed to convince the owner to remove and sell the locks for me and voila.
Two fully functioning locks and a spare for future repair. I just hope the universe will forgive my
lifting locks that had been in existing doors. Tip 2 years ago. Don't use steel wool on brass as
the steel will embed itself into the brass and cause corrosion. Use brass wool instead. Reply 2
years ago. Question 3 years ago on Step The usual reason mortise locks stop working is broken
springs-one would do well to replace them all, if possible. A good way to clean out the lock
body is with brake cleaner spray, followed by wiping with a paper towel. One of the FEW things
graphite is good for is lubing the inside of a mortise lock body-if it has a cylinder for a key, lube
with WD40 or similar light spray oil ONLY-no 3-in-1, no grease, no silicone spray. Frequently the
bolt will be bent from attempts to close the door with it extended. The brass can polish up like
new, but will have to be varnished or waxed after. NOTE: Some finished were purposely
antiqued and won't like that way after polishing! Reply 3 years ago. Thanks for this bit of info.
Makes all the difference. Reply 9 years ago on Introduction. It is a penetrant, but will dry out and
gum up rather quickly, attracting abrasive dust. Use dry graphite only, use a Q-tip or puff
applicator to apply. NEVER use varnish if you can avoid it. Large towns' locksmiths will or
should have the correct key blanks to make up a proper set for the door s. They will need to be
cut to fit correctly! Many skeleton keys will NOT work, especially for entrance doors. One more
thing: interior lock springs were of three types; flat springs, compression springs often used on
the strikes , and tension springs used on the bolts, etc. You will likely NOT find flat springs at
most places. Locksmiths are your best bet, especially the older shops. And why do springs fail?
Because the lock dried out the lube or wore it away, and folks force the lock to work when it
should be EASY Hope this helps. Reply 5 years ago. I came across an old Peterboro key lock for
an interior? It had been taken apart and partially cleaned. I cleaned the rest, but now I need help
putting it together again. I looks like all the parts are there. Could I send you pictures so you can
identify the lock and hopefully give me instructions on how to pput it together. Of course I
would be willing to compensate you. Would you have a similar lock in the house? Carefully
removed and used as an example, it might serve. I would recommend just trying different
assemblies, keeping track of how you put any particular part together I had recently tried a
piece of steel from a clock spring wound type as a replacement for the flat springs in a few
locks. I'm the type that needs a bunch of pieces in front of me to work, so sending me pics
would probably not help. To free the lock mechanism from the door, remove the two screws in
the lock face. Tension should keep it in place. I use a screw driver to tension the latch spring
and hold everything into place. Notice that the case top is already on the screw driver so I can
drop it into place. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. KratosT Question 2 years
ago. DianeS Question 2 years ago on Step KristiF17 DianeS Answer 1 year ago. TamzinR 2
years ago. That makes a lot of sense. Makaus Question 2 years ago on Step Where can I get the
correct compression spring for this type of lock? RubyR32 Question 3 years ago on Step Is
there way to find the key for these particular locks? ShellieW2 dll Reply 3 years ago. Hi, I came
across an old Peterboro key lock for an interior? Adams Rite deadlocks have long been
considered the industry standard and remain the dominant locking solution for narrow stile
aluminum and glass doors. We offer a variety of shapes, features, and Adams Rite deadlatches
provide flexible traffic control for applications that require free entrance at certain times and
exit-only at other times. Choose from electric, standard and heavy duty Adams Rite flushbolt
door locks provide greater key control and are designed to prevent accidental locking of the
inactive leaf of paired doors. Available in options for aluminum, hollow metal and Exit devices
offer accessibility that other access control solutions can't match. Adams Rite offers a variety
of life-safety and fire-rated exit devices built to fully meet building codes and ADA Adams Rite

offers a rounded range of electric strikes compatible with deadlatches, cylindrical and mortise
locksets and Pullman and Interlocking rim exit devices in aluminum, hollow metal and wood
Adams Rite offers turns, levers, paddles and electrified trim designed to easily integrate with
our deadlocks and deadlatches and are available in a range of architectural finishes and styles
to Some door locks aren't complete without accessories. Adams Rite door hardware can be
ordered with a variety of related accessories including deadlock and deadlatch strikes,
cylinders, cylinder guar Our door hardware solutions and accessories provide reliable solutions
for narrow stile aluminum, hollow metal and wood door applications. Adams Rite products are
designed to complement the clean lines of modern doors, while at the same time meeting safety
and access codes. We pride ourselves in being a pioneering voice in the industry, known for
innovative designs and high-quality product. Our product lines include deadlocks, deadlatches,
flushlocks, exit devices, electric strikes, trim, power locks, cylinders and door hardware
accessories. Deadlocks Adams Rite deadlocks have long been considered the industry
standard and remain the dominant locking solution for narrow stile aluminum and glass doors.
Deadlatches Adams Rite deadlatches provide flexible traffic control for applications that require
free entrance at certain times and exit-only at other times. Flushlocks Adams Rite flushbolt door
locks provide greater key control and are designed to prevent accidental locking of the inactive
leaf of paired doors. Exit Devices Exit devices offer accessibility that other access control
solutions can't match. Electric Strikes Adams Rite offers a rounded range of electric strikes
compatible with deadlatches, cylindrical and mortise locksets and Pullman and Interlocking rim
exit devices in aluminum, hollow metal and wood Trim Adams Rite offers turns, levers, paddles
and electrified trim designed to easily integrate with our deadlocks and deadlatches and are
available in a range of architectural finishes and styles to The L Series mortise lock offers
strength and security for almost any commercial application. The Schlage L Series has long
been the benchmark for mortise locks. The L Series is more than strength and security â€” it
offers tremendous flexibility to allow it to meet the needs of most every application. Schlage L
Series Catalog. Decorative Levers Brochure. Allegion Connect Data Sheet. Classroom Upgrade
Kits. Schlage L Series Service Manual. Schlage L Series Templates. L Series Universal
Transformation Guide. Select by Brand. Select by Category. Door Control. Doors and Frames.
Electric Strikes. Electrified Locks. Electromagnetic Locks. Electronic Locks. Exit Devices. Key
Systems. Mechanical Accessories. Mechanical Locks. Power Supplies. Sealing Solutions.
System Accessories. Document Library Product Support Library. Find by Brand. Find by
Document Type. Template Directory. Trade Architect. Authorized Distributor. Security
Integrator. General Contractor. Security Consultant. Markets K Higher Education. Retail
Environments. Solutions Mobile Access Solutions. Allegion Healthy Buildings. Allegion in
Action. Schlage Express. Contact Us. Press Enter. New Gold Standard ligature resistant trim for
behavioral health applications. Don't see the document you're looking for? Visit the Document
Library for the full selection. Document Library. Quick Links. Page 4 Full Face Cylinders Page 5:
Introduction This manual contains a complete listing of parts and assemblies for L-Series
mortise locks manufactured by Schlage Lock Company. This edition lists components of
L-Series locks manufactured after June, All lock case covers are labeled with dates to identify
year of manufacture. Additional options may be available. See current Schlage Commercial
Price Book for available options, pricing and ordering procedures. Page numbers for full trim
and chassis drawings are referenced. L Double Dummy Trim â€” Includes lock case and armor
front. Specify XL for use on active door, or specify XL for use on inactive door furnished with
armor front with cutout to receive deadbolt. Outside is unlocked by key. Auxiliary latch
deadlocks latchbolt when door is closed. In addition, a microswitch for normally positioned
inside the lock case is activated when either inside or closed. Deadbolt is operated by key
outside or inside turn piece. Deadbolt is operated by key either side. Available with rose trim
only. Lock case and armor front shown with latch only. Lock case and armor front shown with
latch and auxiliary latch. Lock case and armor front shown with latch and auxiliary latch only.
NOTE: Standard full face mortise cylinder shown. Mount in place of blank armor. Knobs For
discontinued function L order L and armor strike separately and specify hand of inactive door.
Lock case and armor front shown with latch, auxiliary latch, and deadbolt. Page 39 Service
Manual Blank Also available with L or N escutcheons. See page for escutcheon options. See
Schlage Commerical Price Book for available finishes. Specifiy L Not sold separately as a part.
See Schlage Commercial Pri ce book for available finishes. See Schlage Commercial Price book
for available finishes. Furnished with retainer seating tool. Specify finish and door Specify finish
and door thickness. Available with Torx screws, specify L Furnished with L and L Specify finish.
Available for rose trim only. Page Mounting Posts Screws 1. P Rev. Not available in Primus.
Furnished 0-bitted; emergency keys must be ordered separately. Lockout cylinders will not be
master keyed by Schlage. Specify LKB if 0-bitted Primus Not to be Specify dimension. Specify

dimension. Use with For use with dummy functions on inactive Lead plate installed on case
cover. The anti-friction tongue is replaced by doors. Specify LV-Series lock case with L for
normally closed and L All installations should be in accordance with local electrical for normally
open. Page Service Manual LSeries Installation Sheetâ€” Page 3 All functions For Functions:
Thumbturn vertical Arrow in direction of lever down rotation All functions Extend deadbolt For
Functions: Use blocking ring with double cylinder Page Service Manual LSeries Installation
Sheetâ€” Page 10 For Functions: For Functions: Use blocking ring with double cylinder For
Functions: All functions Page Service Manual LSeries Installation Sheetâ€” Page 15 For
Functions: For Functions: Page Finishes Service Manual Finishes Schlage Lock products are
available in a range of durable, top quality finishes. Most are available with a clear coating that
protects against damaging environmental factors, including sea air, high humidity, or corrosive
vapors. Cleaning and care varies by finish. Clear-coated or oil rubbed finishes can be cleaned
periodically with a mild non-abrasive soap and buffed lightly with a clean cloth. Page Limited
Warranty iii which have been improperly stored, installed, maintained or operated; iv which
have been used in violation of written instructions provided by Schlage; v which have been
subjected to improper temperature, humidity or other environmental conditions i. Page Print
page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links Download this manual.
Touchscreen and push button keypad sectional mortise lock 27 pages. Yale , , or series exit
devices wood and metal doors trim 6 pages. Assa 1 lever cylindrical locksets manual ln series
16 pages. Page 2 FIN To order 10 cylinder latch levers for an Entrance Function : Quantity Part
Number For further assistance, contact your authorized Yale distributor or contact Yale directly
at Page 36 ITEM PART NUMBER X X Page Attach strike to jamb using two 12 combination
attaching screws. See Fig. Doors Vibration caused by normal operation of door opening and
closing can loosen attaching screws Difficult to operate lock by lever or by key. Door is warped
or sagging, binding up latch bolt in strike cutout. Page 54 Yale Security Inc. Other products
brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners and are
mentioned for reference purposes only. All rights reserved. These materials are protected under
US copyright laws. All contents current at time of publication. Print page 1 Print document 54
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Posted On September 11, by Ralph. Mortise locks are a very
popular and old design, which has stood the test of time. They are strong and they are reliable.
They are also relatively diverse in their construction. Because of their longevity, it is also
important to know how to service the locks and find what might be wrong with them. With their
unique modular construction, the lock can be taken apart and reassembled which makes it
possible to save the history that some of these locks hold inside. Their faculties also lend them
toward particular usages. Once you learn the differences between mortise and other locks, you
may find yourself feeling more secure. And you may also find yourself in want of better
protection. Mortise locks are widely used in commercial spaces because of their strength and
reliability. The components for each model and brand will vary slightly, but the design of the
mortise is meant to withstand use and abuse. Mortise locks lend themselves to high use and are
ideal for business and buildings that have very heavy foot traffic. Components have solid metal
construction, large springs and are built out of hardy materials. After an extended period of
commercial or home use, the locks will need to either be replaced fully or in parts. Mortises
have different internal workings than the standard bored cylindrical lock. A bored cylindrical
lock is more common on residential doors and is easily identifiable with the lock cylinder
installed inside the handle or knob. What is harder to see with the naked eye, is that the latch
bolt in these commonplace locks attaches to the framework of the lock. And it is not as simple
as the preassembled lock that may also be used for commercial use. The mortise is an
accumulation of many different pieces that must be placed into a pocket also known as a
mortise in the door. A preassembled lock will also fit into a notch in the door, but a mortise
must be assembled around the pocket. The parts of the lock are:. By looking at the bolt work
inside of the lock body, you can see that the mechanisms are larger. And by simply holding the
parts you can feel their weight. The size and weight allow the lock to withstand more use. There
will be two holes in the lock body. One is for the spindle and the other is for the cylinder. These
holes will be different sizes the larger most often being for the cylinder. The body will be placed
into a pocket that has been cut into the door. Then the cylinder will thread into the lock body,
through the door, and the knobs will thread onto the spindle. The spindle will have been fit
through the door and lock body before the knobs are threaded. Turning the key in the cylinder
will rotate a cam on the back of the cylinder and unlock the latch. From here the handle or knob
will retract the latch, or in some cases the key will need to be used to fully retract the latch, and
the handle will exist only to retract the unlocked latch. Because these locks are often antiques it

is very important to know how to service them and find out if they do have some flaw. Often
these locks are found in older homes with quite a bit of rust. To give these locks a second life
you can remove the rust, clean the bolt work, and polish the metal. As discussed above, the
mortise lock can be disassembled separating the handles from the bolt work, and the bolt work
from the lock cylinder. The oxidized solution rust can prevent mechanisms in the lock from
functioning smoothly, even stopping them from functioning at all. So to remove it there are
several things you can do. You can use vinegar, store bought polish, and electrolysis. Then
leave the container sit for about a day. The metal should appear to be visibly bubbling, and this
indicates that the process is working. What is happening chemically is that that acidic vinegar
acetic acid is reacting with the rust. I will not bore you with the formula, but the end product is a
solution of water and iron three acetate, which is water soluble it dissolves in water. After that is
done you can pour out the liquid and cover the metal with a layer of baking soda to neutralize
the acid. Wash it again, and then dry the metal thoroughly so that more rust does not form.
Store bought polishes should react to the rust, in the same way, but only requires you to rub the
metal. The best type of polish will fill the gaps in the metal with a coating so that the rust does
not return immediately. Electrolysis is a process to use if the rust is set deeper in the metal.
Given that these mortise locks can be from several generations back, it is likely you may need
something as powerful as electrolysis. The idea of the process is to run an electric current
through a liquid water in most cases to chemically changed the iron oxide rust. This removes
the rust without harming the metal that it is attached to. There are different scales of size and
power that you can use to deliver this process. For lock components, you will most likely not
need rebar and a large plastic tube, as shown in some video tutorials. The basic tools that you
need to do this process at home are a non-conductive container so not metal , a metal
conductor nothing copper , the rusted locking mechanisms, a way to suspend the locking
mechanisms and metal conductor, cooking salt, and a way to deliver an electric current to both
the conductor and the rusted components. The easiest way to complete the process is to:. The
water will begin to turn a murky brown, and a black film will develop on the surface, which
means the process is working. When you are removing your mortise lock components make
sure that you have turned off the electrical current before you interact with the water or lock
parts. Then finally rinse your metal pieces, as they will be covered in the brown solution from
the chemical reaction, and polish them clean with steel wool or other abrasive. There are
several things that can commonly go wrong with an old or heavily used mortise lock.
Sometimes the knob or handle can just fall out of the door. If your handles are falling off, the
issue is simply that your spindle the long rod that connects both handles through the door or
handle needs to be replaced. Most often the threading on the spindle or handle has worn down
so that it can no longer screw into the other mechanism and secure. Another thing that may
happen is the key may no longer retract the latch bolt. When the latch is unaffected by the use
of the keyway with the correct key , it may be as easy as replacing the cam small lever on the
back on the lock cylinder. If the cam is broken or damaged, the connection between the cylinder
and the bolt work is interrupted. You could also replace the entire cylinder at this point, but the
cam is most likely the sole issue. You can take the cylinder out of the door and by turning the
key in the cylinder see if the cam turns and if the metal is bent or broken. If the cam is working
and whole, then the next step is to remove the lock body. Once the lock body is out of the door
you will need to open it. To open the lock body on a mortise, you need to remove the latch
cover. There may be a screw or a series of screws that are keeping the latch cover attached to
the rest of the housing. When you are unscrewing these screws it is important to keep the
pressure on the latch cover. If you are not holding the cover down with some amount of
pressure, parts of the lock may be propelled at you. By unfastening the screws, components
within the lock that are spring loaded can shoot upward injuring you. The parts may also simply
fly out and be lost. Once the cover is off, things may come up so they are not resting properly
and that is fine, just remember to depress them back into their proper position when the latch
cover is put back together. That way in the case items must be removed they can be properly
refitted. On the inside of the lock body, look at where the cam would connect with the bolt work
and see if manipulating that part with you hand retracts the latch. If it does, the next thing that
may be causing the problem is that the lever may be sagging. A sagging lever is caused by a
broken or weak spring. The spring to examine will most likely be the largest one and placed
against the hub of the spindle and the wall of the lock body. The mechanism on the hub will not
be vertical as a result of the spring malfunctioning, and that will cause the key to not retract the
latch. If you are the owner of a business office, mortise locks are probably the answer you have
been looking for. If you own an ancestral home, you may wish to service your locks instead of
parting with these antiques. Remember safety is key, not only when you are installing the locks,
but also in the way you service them. When working with acids and electricity it is best to

handle things cautiously and scientifically. Trial and error will create a deeper understanding of
the tools and processes, so do not be discouraged by a lack of immediate success. Trial and
error extends to both servicing and installation. If you ever have any doubts about your abilities,
for your own safety, professional locksmiths can install and service these type of locks. Always
take into account your ability and the consequences of failure. Be safe in all things that you do,
and never stop improving your home security. Category: Lock Types , Residential. Lock Blog A
resource for consumers, locksmiths, and security professionals. Please enable JavaScript to
view the comments powered by Disqus. Search for:. Get free useful tips and resources
delivered directly to your inbox. Email No charge. Unsubscribe anytime. Need a locksmith?
Schedule an appointment today. All Rights Reserved. With its advanced features, improved
functionality and unique versatility, this durable mortise lock is reliable and flexible in any
commercial or industrial setting. Heavy duty in both protection and performance, the 40H is the
ideal security solution when strength and dependability are required. Free egress and overall
security are never compromised. The BEST interchangeable core allows for customized master
keying and quick keying changes. And its tough steel frame accommodates heavy traffic, while
standing strong against break-in attempts. All the while, the 40H remains a low maintenance
product that is easy to reconfigure and easy to install. Universal case design that allows you to
not only change the handing of the lock on-site, but reconfigure it to a variety of functions at the
same timeâ€”all without ever opening the lock case. Visual indicators that allow you to know at
a glance if a door is secured; options include a thumb turn, laminate and a keyed cylinder for
use with intruder function. Various trim designs that allow you to transform the 40H into an
appealing accent for the opening. Privacy Policy. Knowledge Base We offer a number of online
tools that you can access quickly and easily, whenever you need it. Get support. Seattle has
some buildings over years old and many of these buildings are secured with mortise locks.
These are locks that are modular in that you can install a mortise cylinder in any keyway you
want and you can install many different kinds of trim to suit your particular aesthetic needs.
Many of these old locks work beautifully for decades with no attention whatsoever. Sometimes
they need a little help. Think about if you want to change the key that works with the lock to a
different key in your house or to a high security key. This is possible with very old locks unless
they are so old they use bit keys or skeleton keys as the public calls them. Sometimes people
want me to replace mortise locks. Probably no lock made today will last as long as the mortise
lock in their door. If it is malfunctioning, it is only doing so after probably years. There is
probably not such a lock on the residential market that is capable of this now. If you have what
you think is a mortise lock, chances are that I can probably fix it. I frequently fix mortise lock
problems in less than half an hour. Properly lubricated and re-installed, my money is on a
mortise lock lasting longer than anything you might buy at home depot. That said, there is a
time and a place for replacing mortise locks. If the parts inside are extremely worn down and the
lock is less common then replacement parts are hard to come by. In that situation the options
are replace the mortise lock with a different one with the same dimensions or retrofit the door to
use a modern knob. The factors that favor keeping a mortise lock are that the old lock probably
has aesthetic value. They also typically have a lot of functionality, being able to switch between
entry and storeroom function with the push of a button. Modern mortise locks are usually rated
grade 1 locks, and I am sure that old mortise locks still in use probably rate just as highly when
one considers how long they have lasted already. Another benefit of mortise locks is that they
are mostly standardized in a few different spindle varieties and one cylinder diameter and
thread pitch. This means that you can easily update the cylinder in a lock years old to use the
most modern keyways. I have installed my own CX-5 cylinders in them. The bolt may be stuck in
the extended position with no way to retract it in normal usage. It can be a real chore to get the
door open in these cases. If you have only one entrance then you may want to replace or modify
your mortise lock. Another reason to replace a mortise lock is because all of the components
are worn to the point of being too expensive to replace them. If the lock is a rare one it may be
nearly impossible to replace lock components without expensive customised parts. This is not
prohibitively expensive to the richest and most architecturally principled of my clientelle but is
to most. Replacing a mortise lock is very expensive. Less expensive is to retrofit the door with a
wrap around plate and either locking or passage tubular lock and a deadbolt. A nice middle
ground is to keep the mortise lock and install a deadbolt above it. If the mortise lock is
malfunctioning but the knob works well this is a great option. Many people around the world
have found this website and asked if they may mail their mortise locks to me for fixing. The
answer is yes. I am happy to fix your mortise lock and mail it back to you. Sometimes I am
unable to fix a lock because the materials used to manufacture the lock have a lower melting
point than the brazing rods I use. I also have access to a good collection of mortise lock parts
for replacement. As mentioned above, send broken parts along with your mortise lock. It is

cheaper and faster for me to fix the lock that way. Unit locks are a different beast all together. I
have fixed many of them but they are often more complicated than mortise locks. They are
typically easy to convert to passage function though. These locks are very well built. Before you
pull it apart I recommend getting some nitrile gloves. There is probably years of grime, graphite
and grease inside your mortise lock and it does not come off easily. Mortise locks vary greatly
in design so the only advice I can give the intrepid repair person is to video the process of
taking the lock apart with their phone or other camera. The easiest fixes are:. An old norwalk
mortise lock with original key, one broken spring. This is a mortise lock in good condition. This
lock is from the late 19th century and can be rekeyed. I made a replacement part for this mortise
lock from Ohio. Somebody removed the broken piece so I had to figure out the shape of the
replacement to braze back on. It is probably very similar to the original part though the original
was not made out of a deadbolt strike plate. The owner of this lock said that five locksmiths
before me said it was unfixable and should be replaced with a doorknob. One of them
erroneously called it a mortise lock and the customer found this page with those search terms.
This lock was designed in The easiest fixes are: If the latch sticks, the knob may be screwed on
too tight. Ilco sells a replacement! Alternatively you could rig up some spring metal to always
force the thumbturn back to the vertical position, which is what the spring in the disc is
supposed to do anyway. The proper fix is to replace the spindle and knob. Ilco makes
replacement spindles for many different mortise locks. They sell them at regular hardware
stores. This is called a strike misalignment. This is possibly because the door is sagging. Try
tightening the screws on the top hinge. The whole cylinder spins around when you put your key
in instead of the smaller portion of the cylinder that is supposed to turn with your key. This is
because a set screw is loose. The set screw is on the edge of the door, sometimes hidden by a
metal plate called an armor plate. The yoke that the screw is connected to may be broken or
stripped because somebody overtightened the set screw. Usually these have broken springs.
Some movers broke one of the teeth on this bit key. You can see the broken piece in the bottom
of the lock case. I made new keys. In this mortise lock a piece of metal got wedged behind the
button that causes the outside lever or knob to work or not. Skip to main content of over 1,
results for "Mortise Lock Parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. Smart Home Device Control Method. Smart Home Device Connectivity. Smart
Home Device Compatibility. Amazon Certified. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Interior Doors. FREE Shipping.
Baldwin Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 20 left in stock - order
soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. N
borg warner t10 parts diagram
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

